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Abstract—This paper introduces a Chinese Ancient Hand-
written Characters Database (CASIA-AHCDB) for character
recognition research. The database was built by annotating
11,937 pages of Chinese ancient handwritten documents. It con-
sists of more than 2.2 million annotated handwritten character
samples of 10,350 categories. According to the source of these
documents, the database is divided into two datasets of different
styles: Complete Library in Four Sections (AHCDB-style1) and
Ancient Buddhist Scriptures (AHCDB-style2). Each dataset can
be divided into three parts based on its applications. The first
part, called basic category set, contains samples of common
categories in two datasets, and is suitable for basic character
recognition task. The second part, called enhanced category set,
is mainly used for open-set character recognition task based
on the basic character recognition. The third part, called the
reserved category set, can be used in many pattern recognition
tasks in the future. Based on the large category set, the various
writing styles and the imbalanced sample number per category,
CASIA-AHCDB can also be used for various classification and
learning tasks such as transfer learning, few-shot learning. We
performed experiments of basic character recognition on the
basic category set, and report the results for benchmark. More
techniques can be evaluated on this challenging database in the
future.

Keywords-Database; Ancient documents; Handwritten Chi-
nese characters; Character recognition; Transfer learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Character recognition has been an active and challenging

research area with many potential applications in the word.

This field has been studied for many years, and a large

number of methods and techniques have been presented.

However, there are still many challenging issues to be

solved, such as character recognition for large category

set, recognition for open-set category, rejection of outliers,

transfer between different writing styles, learning from small

samples, etc. These challenging issues are of great research

value and have excellent application prospects, therefore

have attracted lots of researchers to explore.

The development of character sample database is im-

portant for the character recognition research. A well-

constructed database can provide a large amount of annotat-

ed samples and reliable evaluation metrics for multiple tasks.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Chinese ancient handwritten documents in two different styles.
(a) AHCDB-style1: Complete Library in Four Sections. (b) AHCDB-style2:
Ancient Buddhist Scriptures.

Researchers can compare different methods and techniques

on standard database and unified evaluation metrics.

In the past decades, many databases of handwrit-

ten/printed characters have been released and have signifi-

cantly benefited the research community. For example, Chi-

nese databases HCL2000 [1], HIT-MW [2], TKH-MTH [3],

SCUT-COUCH2008 [4], SCUT-COUCH2009 [5], CASIA-

HWDB [6] and CASIA-OLHWDB [7]. Arabic databases

Al-ISRA [8], IFN/ENIT [9], ARABASE [10]. Japanese

databases ETL1-ETL9. Korean databases PE92 [11]. Indian

databases ISI [12]. English databases CEDAR [13], IAM

[14]. French databases IRONOFF [15], etc. These databases

have greatly promoted the development of the field.

The current databases of character recognition have some

shortcomings. First, the existing databases are not large

enough, which is reflected in two aspects: less categories and

less samples. For example, the method [16] and [17] reported

good performance of ancient Chinese character recognition

but their databases are small. Therefore, it is essential to

construct a large-scale database to provide abundant training

and testing samples of large category set. Second, most

databases can only be used for a single task. For example,

basic character recognition, open-set character recognition,

transfer learning, few-shot learning, etc. However, in prac-
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tical application, algorithms are usually expected to solve

different problems at the same time. Therefore, it is also

necessary to establish a database to uniformly evaluate the

algorithm performance in different tasks.

In this paper, we present a large-scale Chinese Ancient

Handwritten Characters Database (CASIA-AHCDB). This

database was built by annotating 11,937 pages of Chinese

ancient handwritten documents. It contains more than 2.2

million annotated handwritten character samples of 10,350

categories. Based on the large category set, considerable

variation of writing style, imbalanced sample number per

category, CASIA-AHCDB can be used for multiple tasks:

basic character recognition, open-set character recognition,

transfer learning and few-shot learning. For facilitating the

evaluation of various classification/learning tasks, we divide

the database into two datasets: Complete Library in Four

Sections (AHCDB-style1) and Ancient Buddhist Scriptures

(AHCDB-style2). Each dataset into three parts: basic cate-

gory set, enhanced category set and reserved category set.

For providing baseline benchmarks for the community, we

performed experiments of basic character recognition using

state of the art deep neural networks. The results justifies

the challenge of the database and the style change between

two datasets.

The remainder is organized as follows. Section II reviews

related works on Chinese handwritten character databases.

Section III describes the detail of our proposed database.

Section IV presents the benchmark for the database. Finally,

concluding remarks are given in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we will introduce some existing Chinese

handwritten character databases. These databases can be di-

vided into two types: offline databases and online databases.

Most existing databases are offline databases. Character

images are collected and annotated with labels. HCL2000 [1]

contains 3,755 frequently used simplified Chinese characters

written by 1,000 different writers. The writers information

(such as age, occupation, gender, education, etc.) is also

incorporated in the database. This database can be used for

character recognition and writer clustering. HIT-MW [2] in-

cludes 853 forms and 186,444 characters of 3041 categories

written by more than 780 writers. Character samples are

written under an unconstrained condition without preprinted

boxes. This database can be used for textline segmentation

and segmentation-free recognition. TKH-MTH [3] includes

1500 Chinese historical document images of two types. It

annotated 40,649 text lines, 521,377 character samples of

more than 4,000 categories, which can be used for charac-

ter detection and recognition. CASIA-HWDB [6] contains

about 3.9 million isolated character samples of 7,356 classes

and 5090 handwritten text pages containing 1.35 million

characters. This database provide a large number of samples

and can be used for character recognition.

Compared with offline databases, online databases are

less common. Because the construction of online database

requires the collection of stroke trajectories, which relies

on special devices. CASIA-OLHWDB [7] provide online

isolated character samples and handwritten text pages corre-

sponds to CASIA-HWDB. SCUT-COUCH2008 [4] consists

of 8 subsets and contains samples of 8,888 frequently

used Chinese words, 6,069 single Chinese characters, 2,010

Pinyin, and 184 other characters, totally 17,151 object u-

nits and 27,858 characters. This database can be used for

unconstrained online Chinese handwriting character, word

and Pinyin recognition. SCUT-COUCH2009 [5] is a revision

and extension of SCUT-COUCH2008. In this version, it

consists of 11 subsets and contains 6,763 single Chinese

characters, 5,401 traditional Chinese characters, 1,384 addi-

tional traditional Chinese characters, 8,888 frequently used

Chinese words, 17,366 daily-used Chinese words, 44,208

complete words, 2,010 Pinyin and 184 daily-used symbols.

This database can also be used for unconstrained online

Chinese handwriting character, word and Pinyin recognition.

Up to now, there has not been a public database that

provides such a large number of samples and categories, and

support character recognition, open-set character recogni-

tion, transfer learning and few-shot learning as the database

we proposed. The proposed CASIA-AHCDB is an offline

Chinese ancient handwriting character database. It is freely

public to the academic community and will be released with

this paper.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE CASIA-AHCDB

In this section, firstly, we explain the process of establish-

ing the database. Secondly, we introduce the data sources

of the CASIA-AHCDB and explain why the database is

divided into two datasets. Thirdly, the format of the character

samples will be given. After that, we present the structure

and the statistic of the database. Finally, some challenging

issues based on this database are put forward.

A. Database Creation Process

In the following content, we first describe the collection

and collation process of the document images and the

corresponding corpus. Then, the annotation and correction

process are presented.

1) Data Collection: We first collected two types of

Chinese ancient handwritten document images: Complete
Library in Four Sections and Ancient Buddhist Scriptures.

Among them, there are 25 books of Complete Library
in Four Sections, totaling 7607 pages. And 389 volumes

of Ancient Buddhist Scriptures, totaling 4330 pages. Each

page of the document images was numbered based on the

bibliography. Then, corpus corresponding to each page was

collated. After that, proofreading process were conducted to

ensure the sentences and words are in right order.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 2. Data annotation process. (a) Original image. (b) Binarization. (c) Text line segmentation. (d) Character segmentation. (e) Character annotation.

2) Data Annotation: We first made a document image an-

notation tool. Then document images were annotated in four

steps: image binarization, text line segmentation, character

segmentation and character annotation. As shown in Figure

2, firstly, a neural network model [18] was taken to binary

document images. Annotators modified some misdivided

pixels by using the annotation tool. Then, a clustering-based

algorithm [19] was used to segment text lines. Annotators

corrected the wrong text line segmentation and text line

number from right to left. After that, a integrated method

[20] was used to segment characters. Wrong segmentation

of characters were corrected artificially. Finally, characters

were annotated by corresponding corpus based on the above

results. After the four steps above, document images were

annotated completely. The image and label of each character

were extracted to construct the CASIA-AHCDB.
3) Data Correction: After data annotation, we checked

and corrected the label of each character. Firstly, characters

with the same label were integrated into the same folder.

Secondly, two-thirds of the data was divided into training set

and one-third into testing sets. Thirdly, a simple character

classifier was trained to recognize characters. After that, all

the characters with low confidence were selected through

cross-validation. Finally, these characters were recognized

and corrected artificially.

B. Data Sources

CASIA-AHCDB was built by annotating two types of

Chinese handwritten documents and then extracting isolated

characters. There are two data sources: Complete Library in

Four Sections and Ancient Buddhist Scriptures. Considering

that the writing styles of these two types of documents are

quite different, we divided the database into two dataset:
1) AHCDB-style1: Complete Library in Four Sections is

the largest collection of books in Chinese history. Emperor

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty ordered its creation in the

18th Century. Important books were collected, classified,

edited, proofreaded and transcribed, and eventually formed

the Complete Library in Four Sections. When we built

AHCDB-style1, 25 books (7,607 pages in total) transcribed

by different people were selected from the Complete Library
in Four Sections. Document images in this dataset are of

high quality (see Figure 1.a). The background is clean and

the characters are written standardly. There are differences

in writing styles among different writers, but the variety is

not significant. Table II shows the character samples with

the same label (Unicode: 000070BA) written by 8 people.

The first four characters are selected from AHCDB-style1,

which shows the style variety in this dataset.

2) AHCDB-style2: In Ancient Buddhist Scriptures
dataset, we collected 389 volumes of Chinese ancient

buddhist scripture remnants from 10 different periods,

totaling 4,330 pages. Document images in this dataset are

of low quality (see Figure 1.b). The style of characters

written by different people are changed greatly. The last

four characters in Table II are selected from AHCDB-

style2, which shows the obvious style variety in this

dataset. Compared with AHCDB-style1, this dataset is

more complex and challenging.

In the dataset of AHCDB-style1, we collected the sam-

ples of 20 books randomly selected for making a training

set(AHCDB-style1-train), and the samples of the rest 5

books made the testing set(AHCDB-style1-test). While in

AHCDB-style2, we collected the samples of 245 volumes

randomly selected for making the training set(AHCDB-

style2-train), and the samples of the rest 144 volumes made

the testing set(AHCDB-style2-test). It can be ensured that

the writers of training and testing sets are different.

C. Data format

For each character sample, CASIA-AHCDB provide a

gray-scaled image with background pixels labeled as 255

and a Unicode label corresponding to a Chinese character

(see Table I). The character images are cut directly from the

original document images without normalization. Therefore,

the size of the character images are quite different.

D. Data Structure and Statistics

As we explained before, CASIA-AHCDB was divided

into two datasets. Each dataset was then divided into three

parts based on its application: basic category set, enhanced

category set and reserved category set.
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Table I
CHINESE ANCIENT HANDWRITTEN CHARACTER SAMPLES.

Character

Unicode 000053E4 00004EE3 0000624B 00005BEB 00006F22 00005B57 00006578 000064DA 00005EAB

Table II
CHARACTERS WRITTEN BY DIFFERENT PEOPLE.

Character

Source AHCDB-style1 AHCDB-style2

1) Basic Category Set: The basic category set is used

for basic character recognition task. It is the intersect-

ing categories of AHCDB-style1-train, AHCDB-style1-test,

AHCDB-style2-train and AHCDB-style2-test. As shown in

Table III, this part of AHCDB-style1 contains more than

1.1 million annotated character samples of 2,621 categories.

It provides 865,940 samples for training and 264,431 sam-

ples for testing. The basic category set of AHCDB-style2

contains about 1 million annotated character samples of

2,621 categories corresponding to AHCDB-style1. This part

provides 748,267 samples for training and 214,789 samples

for testing.

2) Enhanced Category Set: The enhanced category set

is used for the open-set character recognition task. To

construct this set, we extracted the intersecting categories

of AHCDB-style1-train and AHCDB-style1-test, and then

deleted the categories in basic category set, and so does

the AHCDB-style2. This part of AHCDB-style1 contains

about 77 thousand annotated character samples of 2,769

enhanced categories. It provides 52,611 samples for training

and 25,115 samples for testing. The enhanced category part

of AHCDB-style2 contains about 73 thousand annotated

character samples of 589 enhanced categories. This part

provides 58,994 samples for training and 14,690 samples

for testing. In addition, it is worth noting that the enhanced

categories of AHCDB-style1 is different from those of the

AHCDB-style2.

3) Reserved Category Set: The reserved category set can

be used for different pattern recognition tasks in the future.

It is the rest part of the AHCDB-style1 and AHCDB-style2

after building the basic and enhanced category set. This

part of AHCDB-style1 contains 24,027 annotated character

samples of 3,789 categories. This part of AHCDB-style2

contains 7,876 annotated character samples of 2,482 cate-

gories. Data in this section was not distinguished between

training set and testing set. Researchers can use it flexibly

according to their requirement. Similarly, there is no overlap

between the reserved categories with basic categories as well

as enhanced categories. Figure 3 shows the Venn Diagram

of the categories in different parts.

Table III
STRUCTURE AND STATISTIC OF THE CASIA-AHCDB.

Database Structure Class Character

C
A
S
I
A

A
H
C
D
B

style1 basic category
train 2,621 865,940

test 2,621 264,431

enhanced category
train 2,769 52,611

test 2,769 25,115

reserved category 3,789 24,027

style2 basic category
train 2,621 748,267

test 2,621 214,789

enhanced category
train 589 58,994

test 589 14,690

reserved category 2,482 7,876

Summation 10,350 2,276,740

E. Challenging Tasks

The CASIA-AHCDB is a large-scale and comprehensive

database. There are various challenging issues waiting to

be solved. For example, character recognition for large

category set, recognition for open-set category, rejection of

outliers, transfer between different writing styles, learning

from small samples, etc. We will elaborate on some tasks in

the following content:

1) Basic Character Recognition: Firstly, the sample num-

ber of different categories are extremely unbalanced. Some

categories have thousands of samples, while infrequent cat-

egories have fewer than 5 samples. Secondly, the database

was written by hundreds of writers. Various writing styles

will bring great challenge. Finally, we provide a large

number of categories for researchers. For example, there are

2,621 categories in AHCDB-style1 basic category set. The

category number grows to 5,390 if we add the AHCDB-

style1 enhanced category set on this basis. Similarly, there

are 2,621 categories in AHCDB-style2 basic category set.

And it will grow to 3,210 if we add the AHCDB-style2

enhanced category set. In addition, we can also combine the

basic category set and enhanced category set of AHCDB-

style1 and AHCDB-style2, which leads to a larger dataset

with 5,979 categories.
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Figure 3. Venn Diagram of the categories in different parts.

2) Open-set Character Recognition: We provide large

enhanced category set for open-set character recognition.

Researchers can use this set to evaluate the performance of

open-set character recognition algorithms. It is worth noting

that problems such as imbalanced samples, various writing

styles are still exist in the enhanced category sets.

3) Transfer Learning: In order to evaluate the transfer

ability of the algorithms, researchers can use AHCDB-style1

basic category set for training and AHCDB-style2 basic

category set for testing. In addition, as we mentioned above,

there are various writing styles in AHCDB-style1 as well as

AHCDB-style2, transfer ability can also be evaluated within

one dataset.

4) few-shot Learning: Researchers can use one or several

set (as shown in Basic Character Recognition) and take a

small number of samples for few-shot learning.

IV. BENCHMARK FOR THE DATABASE

We have done some experiments on the database us-

ing two representative baseline technologies: Convolutional

Neural Network (CNN) based method and Convolutional

Prototype Network (CPN) based method. In the experiments,

CNN and CPN classifiers were designed by using the model

structure proposed in [21] and [22].

The structure of the network is a stack of 8 convolution

layers (3×3 receptive field with stride 1) and 4 max-

pool layers (2×2 window with stride 2), the pooling is

implemented after every two convolution layers. The number

of feature maps is increased from 50 (conv-layer-1) to 400

(conv-layer-8) gradually. Two fully-connected layers (with

900 and 200 hidden units respectively) are then followed.

At last, the softmax/GCPL layer is used to perform the

classification. We set the input size to 64×64, the batch

size to 150, and the momentum to 0.9. The learning rate is

initially set to 0.01, and then decreased by ×0.1 when the

accuracy stop improving.

Firstly, CNN and CPN classifiers are trained and tested

with the AHCDB-style1 basic category set. As shown in

Table IV, the accuracy of CNN classifier is 98.46% and the

accuracy of CPN classifier is 98.50%. Then, the AHCDB-

style1 enhanced category set is added. The accuracy of

CNN and CPN classifiers for this merged set is 96.93% and

96.95% respectively. Similarly, we train the CNN and CPN

classifiers with the AHCDB-style2 basic category set. The

Figure 4. Some misclassified samples. The ground-truth and the outcomes
are written below.

Table IV
CHARACTER RECOGNITION RESULTS OF BASELINE TECHNOLOGIES.

Task CNN CPN

Style-1 BC 1 98.46 98.50

Style-1 BC & EC 2 96.93 96.95

Style-2 BC 94.38 94.42

Style-2 BC & EC 92.08 91.99

Style-1 BC → Style-2 BC 74.11 74.74

Style-1 BC → Style-2 BC fine-tuning 94.66 94.87

accuracy of the two classifiers is 94.38% and 94.42% respec-

tively. After adding the AHCDB-style2 enhanced category

set, the CNN and CPN perform 92.08% and 91.99% accu-

racy respectively. As we can see, the CPN performs slightly

better than CNN in the database. And the performance of

classifiers decrease after adding the enhanced category set,

which indicates that the classification of enhanced category

set is more difficult.

Finally, we test the transfer ability of these two classifiers.

The CNN and CPN classifiers are trained with AHCDB-

style1 basic category training set, and tested with AHCDB-

style2 basic category testing set. As shown in Table IV,

the accuracy of CNN classifier is 74.11% and the accuracy

of CPN is 74.74%. Due to the great difference of writing

styles between two datasets, the transfer performance is

quite unsatisfied. Some misclassified samples are shown in

Figure 4. These samples can be classified correctly when

trained and tested with the AHCDB-style2 basic category

set. Then we fine-tune the model, experiments show that

the accuracy of CNN and CPN classifiers increases to

94.66% and 94.87% respectively. This indicates that both

pre-training and fine-tuning can improve the accuracy of

the classifier rather than transfer the model directly. These

experiments show the flexibility of the usage of our database

and indicate that there is still much room for algorithms to

improve.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a large-scale Chinese Ancient Hand-

written Characters Database (CASIA-AHCDB) for character

recognition. This database consists of more than 2.2 million

1BC means basic category set
2EC means enhanced category set
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annotated Chinese handwritten character samples of 10,350

categories. It provides abundant training and testing samples

with different writing styles, which can be used for multiple

tasks: basic character recognition, open-set character recog-

nition, transfer learning, few-shot learning, etc. The basic

character recognition results of two representative baseline

algorithms are presented in order to help researchers evaluate

their methods. It can also demonstrate that for this challeng-

ing database there is much room for improvement. CASIA-

AHCDB can not only be used for character recognition,

but also be widely used in the evaluation and comparison

of various pattern recognition methods. We hope that the

publication of this database will benefit researchers in this

field.
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